Combined adaptive enhancement and region-growing segmentation of breast masses on digitized mammograms.
As an ongoing effort to develop a computer aid for detection of masses on mammograms, we recently designed an object-based region-growing technique to improve mass segmentation. This segmentation method utilizes the density-weighted contrast enhancement (DWCE) filter as a pre-processing step. The DWCE filter adaptively enhances the contrast between the breast structures and the background. Object-based region growing was then applied to each of the identified structures. The region-growing technique uses gray-scale and gradient information to adjust the initial object borders and to reduce merging between adjacent or overlapping structures. Each object is then classified as a breast mass or normal tissue based on extracted morphological and texture features. In this study we evaluated the sensitivity of this combined segmentation scheme and its ability to reduce false positive (FP) detections on a data set of 253 digitized mammograms, each of which contained a biopsy-proven breast mass. It was found that the segmentation scheme detected 98% of the 253 biopsy-proven breast masses in our data set. After final FP reduction, the detection resulted in 4.2 FP per image at a 90% true positive (TP) fraction and 2.0 FPs per image at an 80% TP fraction. The combined DWCE and object-based region growing technique increased the initial detection sensitivity, reduced merging between neighboring structures, and reduced the number of FP detections in our automated breast mass detection scheme.